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About This Game

In the 24th century, humanity is at war with a hostile alien race. Outnumbered a million to one, mankind’s only hope of survival
is the J.U.M.P. Corps. Its mission is to fight the alien menace hive by hive and planet by planet.

You and your friends assume the role of JUMPERS, and blast your way through procedurally generated alien hives in chaotic
run and gun platforming action. Up to 4 Players band together in Local or Online Co-op to kill aliens, avoid traps, collect

treasures and discover lost relics. Defeat fierce alien bosses to complete your mission and save the galaxy.

Key Features

Action Platforming: Engage swarms of aliens in frenetic combat. Avoid traps, withstand ambushes, discover treasures,
rescue survivors, and more.

Co-op Multiplayer: Among the best local multiplayer games on PC play with up to 4 buddies!

Procedural Levels: Jump into procedurally generated alien hives. Level modifiers like dark levels keep you on your
toes and offer new challenges to overcome.

Unique Permadeath: Keep the transponder backpack in one piece! It is your mobile respawn point and if it is
destroyed your team has no more lives.

Challenging AI: Intelligent and fierce enemies will hunt you throughout the hive.
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Sci-Fi Arsenal: Pulverize aliens with pulse rifles, flamethrowers, and a variety of unlockable and upgradable weapons
that persist between missions.

Hand-Designed Challenges: Plunder challenge rooms and uncover lost relics to boost the power of your jumpers for
that mission.

Dynamic Lighting: Experience pixel-perfect dynamic lighting using Sprite Lamp.

Daily/Weekly Challenges: Compete with friends and strangers to see who is the greatest jumper in the galaxy with
Daily and Weekly Challenge missions with Leaderboards coming soon.

Strategic Campaigns: The results of your jumps directly impact the ongoing galactic war against the aliens. Manage
your planetary campaign between jumps in a turn-based strategy mode. Invite your friends and random Jumpers into
your Campaign Missions for jolly cooperation!

Gamepad Support: Play Hive Jump using your favorite console controller.
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Title: Hive Jump
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Graphite Lab
Publisher:
Graphite Lab
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7

Processor: Intel Core™ Duo or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English
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Demo Now Available!:

We really want to see people try out Corbin, because we think it is really fun when you get into it. So we put out a demo that
allows you to play one level of the game. The full version includes 5 levels, plus unlockable single level play for leaderboard
chasers, and an endurance mode that goes on forever to see what kind of crazy score you can get. Try it out today by simply
clicking the Download Demo button on the right side of the store page.

. Trading Cards have arrived:
The team got together and came up with some fun art pieces for Corbin and the gang. So trading cards, badges, backgrounds,
and emoticons are now available when you play Cornflower Corbin. Tell your friends!
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. Instructions for Play!:
So, we launch tomorrow, so I wanted to take this opportunity to explain a couple things.

Basic controls. Use WASD on the keyboard to move, or the left analog stick on a controller. Pretty standard stuff there right?
Space Bar or the Right Trigger will shoot. Use Enter or the 'A' button to advance on buttons or in the comic books stories. You
can turn on/off sounds and music in the options menu, available off the main menu and the pause menu (ESC or the start button
in game). You can also go windowed mode or border-less windowed mode. We do not do a true full screen.

Basically, you need to navigate your way through the levels and defeat the bosses along the way. Shooting causes you to grow,
growing makes your lasers stronger, but also makes you slower and easier to get hit. This is an arcade style game so there are no
continues, you have to make it through from end to end with the lives given. It's not easy, are you up for the challenge?

To help you out, these are the power ups you will see in the game.

Krill is what you will see to heal you:

Purple Power Ups give you double damage:

Red Power Ups give you a triple split laser:

Blue Power Ups give you a shield:
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We also offer an endurance mode, that is a single life, wave clearing never ending run. Basically a score chaser for the leader
boards. You can play the story levels on a single level basis after you beat the level.

That's basically it guys. We hope you enjoy this fun little campy whale shoot 'em up. We have had fun making it.

In the near future we are going to offer Workshop for the dialog of the game, so someone can localize it for other languages or
tell a different story with the comics, and most importantly, tell different jokes. More on that later.. Under a Week to Go:
We are basically dev done, have some leaderboard work to finish up, and all we are working on for the next week is the polish.
Waiting on Steam to ok our first build, make sure we didn't miss anything, then we will be going live on the 17th at 4pm EST.
Get us on your wishlist today so you can be among the first to play.. Working on a tutorial!:
We just pushed out a small update that shortened the start up time on the game. We noticed when the game started up it was
way too slow so we did some tweakin' and got it workin' better! This is all in preparation for our tutorial push we are working
on. The tutorial will be in comic book format with Paul the Clown fish showing off his teaching skills. Stay tuned for more on
that later.. Violent Sol Kickstarter:
We are happy to announce that our next project is now on Kickstarter. It's a much bigger game that will be heavily moddable
with nice long story line. Get more information on Kickstarter now!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/651297750/violent-sol
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. Less than 3 weeks:
We are still on track for our August 17th release. We have all the levels done, just working on polishing and a ton of stat
tracking so the leaderboards can spur some friendly competition. We are also working on a Workshop integration so that all the
dialog in the game can be changed, for fun or for other languages. Seems like a good test case for our large release of Violent
Sol later this year. Lots of work still to do, better get back to it. Thanks for reading.
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